COMPETITION AUTOMOTIVE LIGHTING
PRICING AND QUALITY MADE TO CRUSH THE COMPETITION

LED STRIP LIGHTING
- Available in 16ft (5M) lengths
- Available in single color strips
- Can be cut at 3-LED intervals for virtually any application, big or small
- 120° angle of light dispersion
- 100,000+ hour lifetime

Description
SKU
16FT (5M) Solid Color 5050 LED Strip (White) CSM5050W
16FT (5M) Solid Color 5050 LED Strip (Green) CSM5050G
16FT (5M) Solid Color 5050 LED Strip (Blue) CSM5050B
16FT (5M) Solid Color 5050 LED Strip (Red) CSM5050R
16FT (5M) Solid Color 5050 LED Strip (Yellow) CSM5050Y
16FT (5M) Solid Color 5050 LED Strip (Purple) CSM5050P